Streamline your hotel operations and reduce labor costs through a powerful and intuitive platform.

Manage all of your hotel operations staff with Optii Housekeeping, Service, and Chat. Save time and increase productivity by automating your operation and keeping your front and back of house dynamically aligned.

- **Housekeeping**
  - Room 387
  - Gold
  - Start cleaning

- **Service**
  - Deliver Toothbrush: Room 127
    - Due by 9:15am
  - Check Out: Room 115
    - Due by 11:30am
  - Remove Towels: Room 346
    - Due by 1:45pm

- **Chat**
  - Chad Brody
    - Meeting in the lobby at 11:30am
  - Lisa Parker
    - Great work today, everyone!
  - Chad Brody
    - Changes due to the infill.

- **Statistics**
  - 20% Reduction in labor costs
  - 60% Reduction in manual communication
  - 25% Increase in productivity
  - 80% Reduction in queues
Why Optii

- Smart, predictive technology. Optimize cleaning sequences for highest efficiency, fastest turnaround and track all job activities.
- Two-way real-time integration to Oracle. Know instantly when rooms are available and rush rooms with confidence and ease.
- Most intuitive and flexible user interface available. Increase room attendant productivity and easily update cleaning protocols.
- Accessible from any browser, no matter where you are. Make real-time updates from anywhere without installing software.

What's included?

- Easy-to-use hotel operations platform that helps you manage your team and benchmark performance.
- Real-time visibility of room and job status and staff locations minimizes manual communication and downtime.
- Remote onboard and success coaching ensures team adoption and ongoing improvement.
- Multilingual functionality allows for use around the globe.

Trusted globally by:

Optii hotel operations solution leverages smarter technologies such as artificial intelligence, analytics, messaging and mobility to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of housekeeping and service delivery departments. Optii is a Thayer Ventures portfolio company and a Marriott approved vendor, trusted by hotels globally and servicing 9 million+ rooms.